Welcome Song
*We Clap and Say Hello* (Tune: “The Farmer in the Dell)
We clap and say hello,
We clap and say hello,
We say hello to all our friends,
We clap and say hello!
*Repeat with:* We wave/stomp/*blow a raspberry*/(slap your knees)/(stick out tongue)

**BOOK**
*What If...* by Samantha Berger

**SONG**
Imagine if raindrops
Were lemondrops and gumdrops
Oh what a rain it would be!
Standing outside with my mouth open wide
Ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah
Imagine if raindrops were
Lemondrops and gumdrops
Oh what a rain it would be!
*Repeat by asking what kids what they would like to fall from the sky. You can also change the vowel in the chorus (eh/oh/ooh/uh)*

**SONG**
*Robot song* (Tune: Wheels on the Bus)
The legs of the robot go up and down, *(lift arms up and down or stretch up and down)*
Up and down, up and down. *(lift arms up and down or stretch up and down)*
The legs of the robot go up and down, *(lift arms up and down or stretch up and down)*
As it walks around the room *(march around like a robot)*.
*Extra verses:* Head - side to side; arms - back and forth; buttons - beep, beep, beep; voice - “does not compute”; lights - flash on and off; feet - clickity clack; antennas - wiggle, wiggle, wiggle

**RHYME**
Open them, shut them
Open them, shut them
Give your hands a clap, clap, clap
Open them, shut them
Open them, shut them
Push your button like that! *(tap belly/nose)*

**BOOK**
*And the Robot Went...* by Michelle Robinson

**Flannel Song**
Five noisy robots in the big toy shop, Shiny and tall with antennae on the top.
Along came a little kid with a penny one day.
Bought a noisy robot and took it away.
*Repeat with* four, three, two, one
(“Bought the last noisy robot and took it away”)

**SONG**

*Adapted Wind the Bobbin Up* (Tune: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4yu35xd-g](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4yu35xd-g))

Wind the robot up, wind the robot up *(Roll hands)*
Turn, turn *(Place hands together and pull them apart)*
Crank, crank, crank! *(Clap on each of the cranks)*
Wind it back again, wind it back again *(Roll hands the opposite direction)*
Turn, turn, crank, crank crank *(Roll hands the opposite direction)*
Point to the ceiling, point to the floor *(Follow instructions)*
Point to the window, point to the door
Clap your hands together, one, two three
Next time, let’s go even more quickly!
*Repeat faster and faster until “Next time, let’s just go to sleep”*

**SONG**

*I’m a Little Robot* (Tune: *I’m a Little Teapot*)

I’m a little robot, short and strong.
Here are my handles *(hands on hips)*,
just turn me on *(touch nose)*.
When I get all warmed up, watch me go
Sometimes fast, *(Roll arms fast)*, sometimes slow *(Roll arms slow)*.

**RHYME**

*Two Little Robots*

Two little robots sitting on a hill *(hold up two fingers)*
One named Xack, and one named Zill *(wiggle each finger)*
Beep away Xack, Boop away Zill *(hide one hand, then the other behind your back)*
Beep back Xack, Boop back Zill *(bring one hand out in front of you, then the other one)*

**FLANNEL GAME**

*Adapted from “Little Mouse”*

Robot, robot, we know you’re here!
Are you behind the [COLOUR] gear?

**BOOK**

*Don’t Press the Button* by Cheryl Klein and Katy Beebe

**FAREWELL ROUTINE**